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PLANT PICK

with Elaine Chittenden,
Manager of Living Collections

At first glance one might think it a weed, but Ludwigia alternifolia L., a member of the evening primrose family (Onagraceae), is not without merit. In autumn, it displays fantastic
red foliage. It is stunning. Those who lean in for a closer look are rewarded with the sight
of its four-angled fruit, a ¼ inch square capsule with a single apical pore from which, when
ripe, miniscule, light brown seeds will rain down, perhaps sounding like a tiny rattle. The
capsule is a perfect prototype for simple salt and pepper shakers. It is this feature that gives
Ludwigia alternifolia the common name seedbox, square-pod, or rattlebox.
But don’t let the small, delicate seed pods fool you. Ludwigia alternifolia has tenacious
tuberous roots that help it persist even in tough growing conditions. Here in the Botanic
Garden, Ludwigia alternifolia withstands the horticulturally challenging beds in the Systematics
Garden. Most of the area of campus south of the Lyman Plant House is underlain by several feet
of glacial lake clay, which prevents good drainage. Seedbox thrives in wetter soils, however, as it
occurs naturally in wetland edges in full sun to light shade.
Ludwigia alternifolia is found extensively throughout the central and eastern United States and
eastern Canada. While New Englanders may not be familiar with Ludwigia alternifolia, they may
recognize other showy members of the Onagraceae like Fuchsia, Clarkia (clarkia), and Epilobium
(willow herb or fireweed).
Ludwigia is an upright herbaceous plant reaching 2 to 3 feet tall. The narrow leaves are 4 inches
long, alternate (as implied by the specific epithet of the species, “alternifolia”), and often found
with red petioles and red stems. The yellow flowers bloom singly in the upper leaf axils from mid to
late summer. Each flower might reach 1 inch wide, consisting of four petals lasting for about a minute, longer on windless days. The four sepals turn red after the flowers open, long before the foliage
turns in the fall.
Sometimes a closer look improves our appreciation and rewards our curiosity. Ludwigia alternifolia is an understated native plant that will reward close observation with constant color changes.
For more information, check out www.missouribotanicalgarden.org

Ludwigia
alternifolia
Images on facing page: Ludwigia alternifolia. Helen Lowe Metzman.
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Students participate in a natural
dye workshop with local artist
Michelle Parrish. Sticks and yarn
are used to create patterns on
cloth, one example of a traditional
Japanese technique called shibori.
Here a bandana dyed with campus
grown marigolds is revealed. Tim
Johnson
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Dear Friends,
It goes without saying, this is not where any of us thought we would be a year
ago. When our first edition of Leaflet landed in your mailboxes a year ago, our
staff were a few short months into executing our 2019-2024 strategic plan,
125 Years in the Making. This plan is the first comprehensive strategic plan put
forth by the Botanic Garden of Smith College. As the title of that document
suggests, this year’s 125th anniversary of the Botanic Garden was front of mind
as we prepared to address one all encompassing question, what is our unique
purpose in the 21st century?
During the development of our strategic plan, the Botanic Garden staff worked
with students, faculty, college staff, alumnae and community members to
challenge assumptions about what makes botanical gardens relevant today,
what is unique and irreplaceable about our specific garden, and how we can be
both a forward thinking, innovative institution, and an institution that honors
its place in history.
One of the big ideas that emerged from the planning process was our desire
to center the experience of learners, allowing them to lead the learning
process. This isn’t just utopian thinking, it is a core tenant of what is known as
problem-based education, a highly effective teaching strategy that roots learning
in real-world problems of concern to students. The result is students who are
more self-motivated, invested and receptive to new information. By adopting this
methodology as a governing principle for how we approach our work, we hope that rather than simply
consume information while at the Botanic Garden, students, educators and visitors will become part
of the process of creating new knowledge by sharing their thinking, observations and experiences.
The fruits of celebrating student and visitor expertise and following their interests is on keen display
in this issue of Leaflet. In addition to our usual approach of sharing an insider’s look at how our
curators, gardeners and educators think about and approach their work (“Plant Pick”, “Planting for
the Next 125 Years”, “Certain Uncertainty”), this issue also prominently features the perspectives of
current (“A Smithie in London”, “What if Our Collection Could Talk?”, “A Walk on the Wild Side”)
and former (“An Enduring Landscape”, “A Perennial Favorite”) Smith students. We hear from artists,
designers, cultural critics and scientists. This is a strikingly wide range of perspectives. How odd that
a garden can do so many things… but then again, maybe it isn’t.
When Paula Deitz ’59 writes in her piece of “our garden”, she is speaking to all of us and for all of us
about a relationship with a place that is enduring, intimate, and ever willing to adapt to our needs,
interests and desires. She is speaking for all of us about an enduring love for the Botanic Garden of
Smith College—past, present, and future.
From all of us at the Botanic Garden of Smith College, I hope you are safe, healthy and finding
moments of ease in a time of immense uncertainty. I eagerly await reuniting back in the Botanic
Garden where we can continue this journey together.
Cheers,

Tim Johnson
Director

AN ENDURING LANDSCAPE
Paula Deitz ’59
Paula Deitz ’59, is editor of The Hudson Review, a magazine
of literature and the arts. She is also a cultural critic in the fields
of art, architecture and landscape design for magazines and
newspapers here and abroad. Her book, Of Gardens: Selected
Essays (Penn Press) is available as an audiobook.
Photo by Gaylen Morgan
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REFLECTIONS

. . . to furnish for my own sex means and facilities for education equal to
those which are afforded now in our colleges to young men.
Sophia Smith’s Last Will and Testament
When Sophia Smith left these instructions for the founding of Smith College, she proposed a new institution in the community of universities all
over the world that had educated the leaders of their individual societies.
From the Renaissance onward a major university would create a botanic garden as a scientific institution for the formal study of plants and, in particular
at that time, their medicinal uses, one of the purviews of monastery gardens
that preceded them. In his 1891–92 report to the College concerning the new
campus design by Olmsted, Olmsted & Eliot, Smith’s first president, Laurenus Clark Seelye, called for “an ornamental botanic garden, the plants and
trees being selected and grouped according to scientific as well as aesthetic
demands.” He had already visited the Royal Botanic Garden in Edinburgh,
thus observing the value of such an institution at first hand. Also, botany
had been taught at Smith since the first year of classes. Seelye understood
the challenges of creating a curriculum and facilities that would meet those
standards required for education in the arts and the sciences to prepare
women for leadership positions in their fields.
9

The completion of Lyman Plant House in December
1895 marked the formal beginning of the Botanic Garden of Smith College. The company Lord & Burnham
designed a complex of glasshouses in a Victorian Gothic
motif with a balloon-style Palm House that became a
timeless landmark on campus, especially illuminated
jewel-like at night. With its expansion in 1981 into a range
of eleven individual but joined glasshouses, each one
planted according to its botanical or climatic family, and
its restoration in 2000–2003, the conservatory now offers
one of the most fascinating and fragrant promenades at
any season, but especially in winter when one sees the
bleak world outside through frosted panes.
As a sociology major focused on being accepted for
the Junior Year Abroad in Geneva and then to completing my studies on my return, sadly I did not have Lyman
Plant House in my sights when I was at Smith. But the
year in Europe did open the garden world to me: André
Le Nôtre’s landscapes at Versailles and the Tuilleries in
Paris, along with château gardens along the Loire River,
and the mountainous wildflower fields of Switzerland.
Not long after completing my graduate work in French
literature at Columbia University, I attended a lecture by
the landscape architect and ecologist Ian L. McHarg, in
which he defined “the reassuring landscape” as cherished
scenes from childhood that we continually seek out or
re-create later in life. This lecture struck a deep chord in
me, so that when, a few years later, my husband Frederick
Morgan suggested I should start writing beyond an occasional book review, my first article was on the significance
of the garden in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s House of the Seven
Gables, which he based on a garden of his own in Concord,
Massachusetts, described in his American Notebooks.
Once I began writing about gardens, I could not stop
visiting them, and these excursions took me to the
world’s botanic gardens, especially first to the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew, and its own 1848 balloon-style
Palm House, itself a technological breakthrough with its
lofty heights and large, unsupported expanses of curved
glass. It was then under threat, and I wrote about it for
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Vanity Fair. As a result of my visits, I understood what
I had missed during my years at Smith, and I have been
making up for it ever since. When I was asked to join
a Media Relations Committee for the college in the
1980s, I suggested that the Botanic Garden should be
publicized as a major feature of the college since so few
American universities have a comparable scientific facility that includes a Systematics Garden, a Rock Garden,
a Herbarium of mounted plant specimens, and a seed
exchange with an annual catalog, the Index Seminum,
distributed worldwide.
Shortly thereafter, I met the landscape architect
Susan Cohen ’62 at a garden conference, who suggested that landscape architecture, which had once been
prominent in the curriculum, should be reinstated at
Smith, and we began working together to make this happen with the blessing of Smith’s president Mary Maples
Dunn. As a result, Mary Dunn asked us to become the
founding co-chairs of the Friends of the Botanic Garden of Smith College and to organize a symposium on
landscape architecture for alumnae and students during
the academic year. The first symposium, “Design and
Nature,” featuring alumnae speakers, was held in 1992,
followed by three others including “The Glasshouse” to
celebrate the Botanic Garden’s Centennial in 1995. In
the meantime, we were engaged with faculty to create
the interdepartmental Landscape Studies Program and
raise the necessary funds.
During the Centennial year, Susan Cohen proposed
and organized a series of Smith College garden parties
with lectures, tours, and programs in multiple U.S. cities
and in countries throughout the world, including Canada, Japan, and Australia. A high point was a Garden Party Grand Tour that began with secret gardens in Venice,
Italy, and proceeded to grand receptions in the gardens
of the U.S. ambassadors’ residences in both Paris and
London. At the Geneva event, I joined alumnae gathered
at the city’s Conservatoire et Jardin botaniques to plant
a tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipifera) and felt that I had
come full circle.
About that time, I read Edith Wharton’s 1903 Italian
Villas and Their Gardens and was intrigued by her diagram in concentric circles of the 1545 oldest university
botanic garden in Padua. It was a thrill eventually to
walk around those circular beds that made the diagram come to life and that became the format of public
gardens elsewhere. I also visited the botanic gardens of
Oxford and Cambridge universities, offering the former
a century plant (Agave americana) as a gift from Smith,
also in recognition of our Centennial.
Now at the 125-year mark, with Tim Johnson at its
helm as the seventh director, the Botanic Garden is
thriving with all its parts flourishing: 3,200 species in
Lyman Plant House, nearly 60,000 mounted specimens

Students gather outside of Cutter-Ziskind in spring.

in the Herbarium, 12 different plant classifications in the Systematics Garden,
and 800 different types of alpine, dwarf, and woodland plants in the Rock
Garden. Like botanic gardens everywhere, in addition to being the Noah’s Ark
of the plant world, ours is focusing on issues of conservation, biodiversity,
and sustainability. Under Johnson, efforts are being made for regional seed
banking as well as seed germination and propagation involving students in the
collection process. And to make the campus operation more sustainable, he
is concerned about its carbon footprint and climate adaptation and resilience
with regard to plant material.
Over its history, Smith had close connections with the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. Smith’s first head gardener, Edward J. Canning, who had worked
on the innovative rock garden at Kew that evoked European alpine regions, in
1898 constructed an equally creative rock garden at Smith on an embankment
outside Lyman, probably one of the first in America. Since 1994, the Botanic
Garden has maintained a connection with Kew by sending annually two Smith
College students as summer interns to work with scientists there on DNA
plant research under the auspices of the Muriel Kohn Pokross Class of 1934
Travel/Internship Fund. Many of them have continued their research earning
graduate degrees in the field or are engaged in related professions.
Every incoming Smith student is greeted at Lyman Plant House with a gift
of an ivy plant, a gesture mirrored at commencement by the ritual planting
of ivy by the graduating class. And with a curriculum rich in botany, horticulture, and plant physiology, students actively participate in Botanic Garden
programs and goals. Recently at Lyman, I barged in on Gaby Immerman’s
horticulture lab where lined up at each student’s place at a long table were
one broadleaf and two coniferous evergreens for study. Then in the adjoining
room were piles of boughs of these evergreens, along with truckloads of red
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twig dogwood, winterberry holly, catkins, and dried grass
plumes collected around campus by garden personnel, so
that students could wire up elaborate and artistic holiday
wreaths to take home—winter gardens of another kind.
Students and faculty, as well as the local community
and out-of-town visitors, flock to Lyman Plant House especially during the two seasonal flower shows: the Spring
Bulb Show in March and the Fall Chrysanthemum Show
in November. Preparations are hidden away out of sight
for the months-long propagation of the myriad spring
flowers, with a perfume beyond belief, as well as for the
cascades of chrysanthemums for which the autumn show
is famous. Also displayed at the Chrysanthemum Show
are the individual hybrid plants created by students in an
annual competition that has taken place since 1900, when
horticulture entered Smith’s academic curriculum.
Beyond the gardens surrounding Lyman Plant House,
the Botanic Garden features several others on the 147acre campus including Capen Garden with its romantic
pergola supporting climbing roses and a knot garden that
demonstrates gardening methods and design, a terraced
garden sloping down from the President’s House to
picturesque Paradise Pond, and a Japanese Garden just
below a woodland planting of rhododendron and native
wildflowers. And throughout, old towering trees bearing
botanical labels form the complementary extensive cam-

pus arboretum.
But for me, whenever I am on campus at any season, I
take my customary walk through the glasshouses where
the beauty of the scientific order at Smith far excels any
purely ornamental arrangement in public gardens. (The
research houses are closed to the public.) I always begin in the Warm Temperate House with its collection of
citruses and gesneriads, continue along the Stove House,
where orchids hang above a central water tank featuring
aquatic plants, and then step up into the towering, humid
jungle of the Palm House with its famous chocolate tree
(Theobroma cacao). Elevated across the way is the Cool
Temperate House with plants grouped by continent
including the tree fern (Dicksonia antarctica) from Tasmania. I begin my descent through the Fern House, with its
cycads and ferns, into the Show House, a scented collection of salvia, pelargoniums, and a pair of old flowering
olive (Osmanthus fragrans), before reaching the more
structured desert floras in the Succulent House.
As I leave behind the moist fragrance of that experience, I like to think that if leadership by women was one
of Sophia Smith’s ultimate goals, the Botanic Garden of
Smith College has achieved it by educating generations
of students who take their new knowledge and make a
better world. 

A beautiful array of tulips and narcissus on display during the Spring Bulb Show.
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Botany students inside Lyman Plant House, 1930s.
Smith College Archives

HORTICULTURE STUDENTS
TAKE A WALK ON THE
WILD SIDE
ZOE RAYNER AC ’22

35

Snapdragon / Antirrhinum majus

Raceme inflorescence. Tube-shaped
flowers resembling dragon heads, with
fused petals. Do best in well-drained moist
soil. Come in a variety of heights that
make them versatile for various plantings.

Aster / Aster novae-angliae
Purple, daisy-like flowers with yellow
centers, forming a panicle inflorescence.
Green leaves are lanceolate and alternate.
Large, showy, late-summer bloomer.
Attracts pollinators.

Each fall, students put the campus to good
use in BIO 123 Plants in the Landscape. Over
the course of the semester, they document
their study through the creation of field
guides. Ada Comstock student, Zoe Rayner,
shares just a few illustrations that capture
the annuals, perennials, vines and trees she
encountered across campus.

Sweet Alyssum / Lobularia maritima
White or purple flowers, each with four
petals. Raceme inflorescence. Green leaves
are lanceolate. Grows in spreading clumps.
Heat and drought tolerant, do well in
borders, planters, and rock gardens.

French Marigold / Tagetes patula
Green, compound, opposite, oblong leaves with dentate margins.
Composite flowers that can be yellow, orange, red, or a mix. Easy to
grow in full sun, adding bright, colorful interest to garden beds.

Zoe Rayner is a freelance illustrator and
student currently completing her B.A. in
Art History at Smith College through the
Ada Comstock Program. While she grew up
in Western MA, she has lived and traveled
in many countries—including Bangladesh,
Italy, and Ireland—and both her art and
direction of study are inspired by the visual
richness of different cultures, geographies
and time periods. Natural patterns and floral
motifs feature heavily in her art, a testament
to her love of nature and the endless
variety of imagery it provides. In addition to
illustration, her academic interests include
material and visual culture, art conservation,
and museum curation.

LEFT

Japanese Anemone / Anemone x hybrida ‘Honorine Jobert’
Simple, delicate flowers, typically white or pink. Leaves are
compound and palmate. Clumping habit, low-maintenance. Suited
for mass plantings or for the middle or back of borders. Bloom late
summer-early fall, helping with seasonal transition of gardens.
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Scarlet Runner Bean / Phaseolus coccineus

Showy, red-orange flowers, with distinct
protruding petals, open in the morning and
close at sunset. Leaves are compound with
three ovate leaflets. Produces long, edible beans
and prefers full sun. Ideal for a trellis, fence, or
privacy screen.

Hyacinth Bean / Lablab purpureus
Purple, pink or white flowers in a clustered
spike inflorescence. Purple stems and vibrant
peapods. Leaves are compound, alternate and
ovate. Late summer bloomer with a twining,
climbing habit. Mature cooked seeds are edible.
Does well on a trellis or fence.
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Impatiens / Impatiens walleriana
Pink, purple, red or white flowers, each with
five petals and connected to a single pedicel.
Green leaves are opposite and ovate. Lowmaintenance, does well as a bedding annual,
container plant or houseplant.

Black-Eyed Susan Vine / Thunbergia alata
Showy five-petaled flowers available in many colors (including
white, yellow and orange) with a dark center. Leaves are simple,
opposite and cordate. Fast-growing, blooms late spring through
fall. Does well on a trellis or in hanging baskets.

Tickseed / Coreopsis verticillata
Dense, clumping habit. Yellow, composite, daisy-like flowers
forming a cyme inflorescence. Leaves are opposite palmate
with long, thin segments, creating a lacy overall effect. Drought
tolerant, do well in sunny borders.
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A Smithie in
London

Karime Gutierrez ’20

Karime Gutierrez ’20 is majoring in biological sciences, under the ecology and conservation track, and French studies. She has worked for the Botanic Garden since
the beginning of her sophomore year as an outdoor garden assistant, summer intern,
and research intern at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, and now as an engagement
intern. After exploring different aspects of work in botany and horticulture, she has
developed an interest in building her future career in botanic gardens.
Before coming to Smith College from my hometown of El Paso, Texas, I had
never visited a botanical garden. In fact, it was only a couple months before
arriving in Massachusetts that I found out such things existed! The tall trees
and forests I saw on my very first drive to campus from Bradley Airport was all
it took for plants to catch my attention. I was introduced to Smith’s Botanic
Garden during the Bridge Pre-Orientation Program for students of color, when
I attended a propagation workshop at Lyman Plant House. I enjoyed the workshop so much I decided to take the course Botany for Gardeners the spring
of my first year. With the guidance of Gaby Immerman, the Botanic Garden’s
landscape and education specialist who teaches the Botany for Gardeners lab,
I slowly became more and more involved with our botanic garden, first in work
study via my AEMES scholarship (Smith’s program that provides first- and second-year students from underrepresented and low-income backgrounds with
on-campus research opportunities), then as a summer intern. The more time
I spent with the Botanic Garden staff, the more I learned about the different
ways I could work with plants and what careers I could possibly make with
them. During my junior year I left Smith to study abroad in Paris.
I am a biological sciences major here at Smith and I follow the ecology and
conservation track. After spending a year in Europe, it became clear to me that
concluding the spring semester with a summer internship would be the perfect way to end my time abroad, so I decided to apply for the Botanic Garden’s
internship at the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew. Before I knew it, I’d been selected as a recipient and was sitting in the Eurostar from Paris to London. The
Kew internship gave me an opportunity to put the laboratory concepts and
techniques I had been taught in class into real practice. While working at the
Jodrell Laboratory I was able to interact with and learn from other researchers
while further developing my lab skills.
For my research project I worked with Dr. Jim Clarkson, a member of the
Plants and Fungal Trees of Life Project (PAFTOL). The goal of PAFTOL is to
generate and compile DNA sequence data for one representative of all 14,000
plant genera and 8,200 fungal genera. Dr. Clarkson and I spent the summer at
Kew working with the Apiaceae family, which includes well-known plants such
as carrots, celery, and parsley.
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STUDENT VOICES

The DNA extraction process was the first part of my research. I was given hundreds of
small envelopes, each with a portion of an herbarium sample. The Kew herbarium houses
a collection of 7 million plant specimens representing 95% of all plant genera. Although
some of these plants are more than 100 years old, they still preserve genetic material that
we can extract in the laboratory. Once I was able to fit those dried plant samples into small
test tubes, I began the extraction method which would isolate their DNA. Two days of work
would produce a pellet the size of a cupcake sprinkle that contained that specimen’s whole
genetic identity. The second part of my summer was library preparation. This process began
with using microscopic magnetic beads that would attach to DNA strands and allow me to
select certain segments that would be easy to sequence. These strands would later be made
into DNA libraries, which are amplified versions of those selected genes, made easier to
read by the sequencer.
A couple of weeks before my time was up, I finished working through the Apiaceae material I was given to extract, so I moved on to the families Proteaceae, Pittosporaceae, and
Araliaceae . This time however, I borrowed samples from the DNA bank. Kew is the owner
of the world’s largest DNA bank; it contains about 48,000 samples of genomic DNA kept
in cold storage at –80oC. Borrowing samples from the bank allowed me to skip the DNA
extraction step and go straight into library preparation. By the end of my 10 weeks at Kew,
I had extracted and or prepared just over 200 specimens for DNA sequencing; these will
eventually be used to add into the ever expanding plant tree of life.
The most mind-blowing part about my research is that I was working with tiny drops of
liquid yet, the farther I progressed, the more genetic information those small drops revealed. Knowing that if something were to happen to those tiny droplets it would mean that
I would lose weeks’ worth of work felt like a lot of pressure, but Dr. Clarkson constantly assured me that science is all about making and learning from our mistakes, and this allowed
me to continue with my work confidently.
At the Jodrell Laboratory I got to work with people who have so much experience and
knowledge to share. I’m particularly thankful to my supervisor and mentor James Clarkson,
who managed to teach me so much in such a short amount of time while also giving me
time and space to learn from my mistakes. My favorite part about the PAFTOL team is that
every other Thursday we would go out for lunch and take time to interact with one another outside of work. During the annual Kew science festival, the PAFTOL team ran a “DNA
factory” where kids could learn how to extract DNA from a strawberry.
Spending a summer at Kew was a life changing experience. In addition to what I learned
in lab, I got to live in a whole different country that, up until then, I had only read about
in books. While in London I was able to travel around and see a lot of what the city has to
offer. I got on the London Eye, passed under many famous bridges while on a tourist boat,
walked on the Abbey Road crosswalk, and my favorite, I visited Warner Brothers Studios
where the Harry Potter movies were filmed—my childhood dream come true! Those visits
were made financially accessible thanks to the generous stipend that myself and my fellow
intern Adrianna Grow ’20J received from the Smith Club of Great Britain. Although I’m not
sure what type of career in botanic gardens or public horticulture I will pursue, my experience with the Kew internship has made laboratory research into a very clear possibility. 
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CURRICULAR CONNECTIONS

What if Our Collection
Could Speak for Itself?
A Human-Centered Design Approach to Labeling Lyman
Emily Norton
Staff Director and Lecturer of Practice
Design Thinking Initiative

To design is to communicate clearly.

Milton Glaser

Human-centered design is a way of engaging with the
rapidly changing world, of taking care of a damaged planet
and enriching the human experience. It is a practice of examining underlying assumptions and highlighting inequitable conditions. It is a means of making alternate futures
tangible and testing new ways of operating in this world.
Here at Smith, through the Design Thinking Initiative,
we have the opportunity to bring this design process from
the classroom into practice through partnerships across
campus. Design Thinking students employ new methods,
mix unconventional ideas, and help to create a campus
culture where these practices, methods, and ideas belong
simultaneously to no one and everyone. As a result of a
recent strategic planning process, Botanic Garden staff
are exploring ways to make learning from the living plant
collection a more inclusive and engaging experience for a
broader audience, an exploration well suited to a design
thinking framework.
In early conversations about a collaboration between
Design Thinking students and the Botanic Garden, Director Tim Johnson posited, “What if our collection could

speak for itself?”—a provocation fitting Warren Berger’s
definition of “a beautiful question—an ambitious yet
actionable question that can begin to shift the way we perceive or think about something—and that might serve as
a catalyst to bring about change.” During the second half
of the 2019 spring semester, a team of four students in my
interdisciplinary course, Critical Design Thinking, worked
closely with Botanic Garden staff to explore and expand
on the above definition of design offered up by one of the
most celebrated designers in the United States.
Together with Manager of Education Sarah Loomis and
Conservatory Curator Jimmy Grogan, the team decided
to focus on how Botanic Garden curators were communicating plant information to garden visitors. Students
investigated how visitors interacted with the six-inch-wide
plastic labels that identified the plants. One visitor, having
removed the label from the pot, held it up to the light and
with a chuckle commented, “Yeah, I know nothing about
this … this means nothing to me.” Students observed
visitors craning their bodies sideways in order to read the
information stating, “I can't really read it.” They found
21

people were not sure if they were allowed to touch the
plants or not. They observed people’s confusion about
what seemed to be a QR code with no clear direction on
how to access the information.
Suffice it to say, the labels weren’t really doing much to
serve the majority of people visiting the gardens. Through
conversations with Special Projects Coordinator Polly
Ryan-Lane, the students came to understand that the
information on the labels was intended to speak directly
to the staff, and that the QR code on the labels was an
internal tracking system, not one meant for the public! It
was clear that the labels were designed with a curatorial
audience in mind and that they were failing to engage the
general public.
In an interview with radio host Krista Tippet, Robin
Wall Kimmerer, author, educator and founding director of
the Center for Native Peoples and the Environment said,

One of the difficulties of moving in the
scientific world is that when we name
something, often with a scientific name,
this name becomes almost an end to
inquiry. We sort of say, well, we know it
now. We’re able to systematize it and put
a Latin binomial on it, so it’s ours. We
know what we need to know…. It’s such
a mechanical, wooden representation
of what a plant really is. And we reduce
them tremendously if we just think about
them as physical elements of the ecosystem…. Science asks us to learn about
organisms. Traditional knowledge asks us
to learn from them.
This sentiment gets to the heart of the disconnect the
students discovered between the goal of more deeply connecting audiences with plants and the primarily scientific
ways in which information about the collection is communicated. The existing labeling system delivers on the
earlier definition of design to communicate clearly, but
only for a very narrow audience. Human-centered design
asks us to examine a design through the experience of
everyone that interacts with it.

Design is storytelling.
Ellen Lupton

After spending a significant amount of time getting to
know the collection, students learned about the many
unique characteristics of each plant species. They discovered that each of the more than 3,000 plants in Lyman
Plant House had something to say. As stated in their final
presentation, “Each of those plants has a story. Our task
was to make sure those stories were told.” All of this led
the students to reframe their prompt as, “How might we
use labeling and signage to educate and engage visitors?”
Having honed in on this framing of the challenge,
students began prototyping alternative label solutions.
Their first prototype visually favored the plant’s common
name while retaining the Latin name as secondary information. They added small facts and stories and introduced an icon language to indicate if you could interact
Design Thinking Initiative students receive
feedback on their label iterations by bringing
them into public spaces and inviting people to
interact with them.
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with the plant by smelling or touching it. For example,
the Chinese silk plant label boasted, “The stems have
strong fibers that do not rot and are used to manufacture textiles. It is also used to prevent miscarriages
during pregnancy.” They moved the inventory code to
the back of the label in order to remove any confusion
about its being a QR code intended for the public. They
received good feedback on the short anecdotes and
icons they were using, but they had not addressed the
craning of the neck to access the information. Their
second prototype shifted the format to a business card
shape that could be read easily. The students then gathered feedback through passive comment boards placed
in the conservatory, by interviewing garden visitors, and
by bringing their new designs into public spaces and asking folks to interact with the different label iterations.
In their final prototype, students designed a label
to be as beneficial to visitors as it was to horticultural
experts and Botanic Garden staff. The label’s mounting
system allowed it to slide into the potting mix and hang
over the edge of the pot so as not to be lost in the foliage
of the plant. Its hinged attachment to the stake allowed
for the tag to be easily flipped by staff to access inventory information that was of no use to garden visitors. The
labels were accompanied by signage that explained the
label system. Through visitor testing, the students determined that the labels were most useful when installed
level with the plants themselves. The project culminated
with their prototypes being installed in the “testbed”
at the conservatory. Students saw their work as laying
the groundwork for a potential redesign by the Botanic
Garden of the labeling system, driven by the insights
gathered by simply engaging the audiences the garden
hopes to better engage.

This project demonstrates the simple but profound
power in observing and understanding the human
experience. We all too often accept things as they are,
simply because that is the way they have always been.
Human-centered design is a participatory, iterative,
inclusive, and cocreative process. If we’re going to deliver on Smith’s mission of “developing engaged global
citizens and leaders to address society’s challenges,” a
methodology that develops the agency to make change
and take action is an essential educational tool. Thanks
to the generous support of the Botanic Garden staff
and members of the community, these students had the
invaluable opportunity to apply this practice and cultivate these critical mindsets. Emma Eagle ’22, one of the
students who worked on this project, commented in an
evaluation of the class, “I think a lot of people accept the
world the way it is just because that’s the way it is. This
course taught me that anybody can look at something in
this world and make a change.” 
The student team who created human-centered label
prototypes at Lyman comprised Annina Van Riper ’19
(linguistics and philosophy), Barb Garrison ’21 (engineering science), Emma Eagle ’22 (undecided), and
Matlhabeli Molaoli ’22 (biochemistry and anthropology).

Final plant label prototype with common name, scientific name,
family, range, descriptive icons and a fact.
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an outdoor
laboratory
for the study
of trees and
shrubs

Photo by Phil Doyle, The Lazy Explorer

Through my association with the
Botanic Garden as a plant house
groupie, I have never stopped
learning. I gladly share my
knowledge and insight, and I’ll tell
anyone within hearing distance how
important plants are!
Connie Parks ’83

Connie’s passion for plants, the
Botanic Garden and Smith is
contagious. Her support for the
Botanic Garden inspires all of us.
We’re deeply grateful for Connie’s
leadership and commitment.
Sue Ann Schiff ’69, current chair of the
Friends Advisory Committee
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The Botanic Garden's Nurturer-in-Chief
Connie Parks ’83
Immediate Past Chair of the Friends Advisory Committee
Tim Johnson, Director
with Sarah Loomis, Manager of Education

Every organization has people who demure from the spotlight, even as their contributions sustain
nearly every aspect of the organization’s mission. Connie Parks ’83 is one such person for the Botanic
Garden of Smith College. In June of 2019, Connie completed an extended six-year term as Chair of the
Friends Advisory Committee, a group of dedicated Smith alums who offer their time, advocacy, and
philanthropic support to the Botanic Garden. And while this note of thanks is in response to the end of
this noteworthy contribution, Connie has been making the Botanic Garden of Smith College better for 25
years in ever-changing ways.
I met Connie during my interview at Smith in the winter of 2017. I was immediately struck by how
important it was to Connie that my family and I felt welcomed, supported, and aware of all that the
Pioneer Valley has to offer. She wanted us to be happy. She wanted us to connect deeply with this place,
especially by getting outside to commune with plants and nature. I have come to see that she wants this
very same thing for everybody, and that the Botanic Garden of Smith College is one of the tools she uses
to humbly fulfill her life’s work.
Before her first term on the Friends Advisory Committee (1995–2000), Connie was a member of the
Botanic Garden’s inaugural class of community volunteers in 1994. She has been an institution ever
since, welcoming guests; providing educational tours to school groups with warmth and humor; and
editing exhibit text, educational materials, brochures, and virtually every article the Botanic Garden has
produced since 1998. I must admit, I love working with Connie as an editor. As collections manager Elaine
Chittenden told me, “There should be a different word to describe the comprehensive editing Connie
provides.” She is dogged about details and consistency, reverent (but not fanatical) about institutional
and American English norms and entertaining in her etymological musings. I am as likely to get a lesson
from Connie on the historical usage of the word “alumnae” in popular culture and Smith institutional
documents as a playful rephrasing or deserved correction of overzealous comma usage … usually with an
encouraging note: “You could do it that way, but this way would be more correct.”
An editor by profession (and science editor by preference), Connie was hired by the Botanic Garden
in 1997 as a writer working on the Botanic Garden’s previous website, and soon after stepped into the
additional role of horticulture teaching assistant (1997–1999). In 2013, Connie rejoined the Friends
Advisory Committee, and served as chair from 2014 until 2019 when Sue Ann Schiff ’69 assumed the
role. During Connie’s term as chair, she worked with the Committee to help craft the Botanic Garden's
2019-2024 Strategic Plan and worked with Lindsay Bennett-Jacobs ’01, President of the Hampshire
Club of Smith College, to make sure local Smithies were taking full advantage of the Botanic Garden by
organizing hands-on activities, themed events, and special tours for club members.
Connie’s service to the Botanic Garden goes well beyond professional; she is invested in our mission,
in our success, and in us. Her work here is both deeply personal and distinctly humble as she pitchesin in surprising ways. She has helped collect seeds for our international seed exchange, created plant
lists for local conservation areas, encouraged staff as they navigated difficult situations, nourished our
collective plant geeky-ness by providing endless new and interesting facts, and brought staff along to
botanical talks and tours in our region. Even now, during this unusual and unprecedented time, Connie
has been checking in on my family and making sure my kids were getting outside, reading, and being
creative. To help on all three accounts, she dropped off (with appropriate physical distancing) a book of
origami patterns and a bug identification book. Even now, she is taking care of us. Thank you, Connie.

SHARING STORIES
THAT MATTER
BITTERSWEET HARVEST
POSTER EXHIBIT

Upcoming Exhibits

coming
soon
In collaboration with the
Pioneer Valley Workers
Center, we are excited
to bring The Bittersweet
Harvest: The Bracero
Program poster exhibit
to the Lyman Plant
House. This exhibit was
organized by the National
Museum of American
History in partnership
with the Smithsonian
Institution Traveling
Exhibition Service, and
received federal support
from the Latino Initiatives
Pool, administered by
the Smithsonian Latino
Center. All photographs
by Leonard Nadal.

CoseCha amarga, CoseCha DulCe: el Progr ama Br aCero 1942-1964
Entre 1942 y 1964 millones de mexicanos vinieron a
los EE.UU. con contratos laborales a corto plazo. El
programa bracero (o trabajador agrícola) se convirtió
en el programa de trabajadores invitados más grande
en la historia de los Estados Unidos. Éste ofreció a

los mexicanos trabajo y una oportunidad económica
que tanto necesitaban y benefició enormemente
la agricultura de los EE.UU. La experiencia de los
braceros, tanto amarga como dulce, cuenta una
historia de oportunidad, pero también de explotación.

LA HISTORIA

“Todo mundo quería venir acá. bien o mal, bien tratados o mal
tratados… necesitábamos venir.” PEdro dEL rEaL PÉrEz, Ex-bracEro

“For good or bad, the whole world wanted to come here. Well treated or poorly
treated, either way… we needed to come.” PEdro dEL rEaL PÉrEz, Ex-bracEro

THE STORY
between 1942 and 1964, millions of Mexican nationals
came to the U.S. on short-term labor contracts. The
bracero (or manual laborer) program became the
largest guest worker program in american history.

It offered Mexicans much-needed work and economic
opportunity, and greatly benefited U.S. agriculture.
both bitter and sweet, the bracero experience tells a
story of opportunity, but also of exploitation.

Bit tersw ee t Harv est: tHe Br acero Progr am 1942-1964
Bittersweet Harvest: The Bracero Program was organized by the National Museum of American History in partnership with the Smithsonian Institution Traveling
Exhibition Service, and received federal support from the Latino Initiatives Pool, administered by the Smithsonian Latino Center. All photographs by Leonard Nadel.
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HORTICULTURAL
HEROES
coming soon

Horticultural Heroes is a one-of-a-kind exhibit,
created by Tower Hill Botanical Garden, featuring
portraits by local artists of diverse leaders of
horticulture, including marginalized groups, who
have championed their causes throughout history.

Quercus rubra outside College Hall. Polly Ryan
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CURATOR’S CORNER

Planting for the
Next 125 years
John Berryhill
Landscape Curator
One hundred and twenty-five years ago, the Botanic Garden of Smith College was
born as a marriage between Olmstedian landscape aesthetics and the needs of a
robust botanical sciences program. The former aims for visual cohesion and begs us
to step back and take in the big picture where details are always subordinate to the
whole. The latter aims for scientific understanding and invites us to learn by focusing on even the most subtle aspects of plant anatomy and physiology. These two
goals for the Smith landscape may appear to be at odds with each other, but the result was a new and interesting attempt at botanical alchemy that continues to have a
very appropriate home at a liberal arts college.
Through the 1700s and 1800s, the field of plant taxonomy matured rather rapidly,
and the world of Western botanical science became obsessed with collecting what
was perceived as exotic. In the late 1800s, prominent North American botanists such
as E. H. Wilson of the Arnold Arboretum were exploring centers of botanical diversity in east Asia and introducing the Western scientific community and plantsmen
to many new species. Collectors and scientists alike placed high value on the size
and diversity of collections, and possessing rare specimens that others did not was a
source of pride. Little thought was given to the potentially negative consequences of
introducing a plant to a novel ecological community.
Although we cannot go back in time, what a treat it would be to do just that and
have a cup of coffee with Smith’s first plant curator, and Botanic Garden director
1894–1932, William Francis Ganong. I would ask him about what he saw as critical
priorities and goals as he built the early collections here at Smith. I think there
would be both similarities and profound differences in what goes through my mind
when I select a tree for a site on campus today. Of course, these decisions start with
focusing on which plant will thrive in a location and complement the surroundings.
Like Ganong undoubtedly did, we see each planting as an opportunity to add something new or underrepresented in our collections and to find something that will
visually harmonize with the surroundings.
Collecting with the next 125 years in mind adds layers of complexity to these curatorial decisions. The global botanic garden community has recognized new, urgent
goals and responsibilities. We live in an age of threats to our food systems, natural
landscapes, climate, and health; conserving the world’s botanical resources gives
us more tools to meet these challenges. We also now feel more compelled to conserve diverse botanical resources for their own sake as well as for our own. We must
view ourselves as stewards and advocates for these plants more than as owners.
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So, what else will we see now when we look at this familiar
native oak in 2020? What stories do we need to tell with a
tree like this?

The range of questions that influence curation at the Botanic Garden of Smith College now stretch far outside of
the world of science as well, because our collections serve
as places where artists, engineers, anthropologists, social
justice advocates, and more come to learn.
Perhaps looking at a species through a “past” curation
lens and a “future” one might make these differences
more clear. The two rows of red oak (Quercus rubra) that
form the allée in front of Neilson Library together create
a green cathedral—a grand superstructure that affects the
feel and character of the entire area—reflecting Olmsted’s
influence on campus design. Ganong undoubtedly knew
that this species would be a durable choice that would
serve the needs of the campus landscape as well as the
classroom. These red oaks would expose Smith’s botany
students to a key local foundation species that was closely
related to other New England forest trees such as beech
(Fagus) and chestnut (Castanea). Ganong undoubtedly
would have considered the economic value of red oak as a
timber tree and its role as a food source for wildlife.
So, what else will we see now when we look at this
familiar native oak in 2020? What stories do we need to
tell with a tree like this? We should see a genus that can
support 477 of the over 2100 species of native caterpillars
that occur in the state of Massachusetts. To offer some
perspective, the introduced genera Ginkgo, Styrax (snowbell), Cryptomeria (Japanese cedar), Zelkova, and Ailanthus (tree of heaven) combined will host a total of about
11 caterpillar species. When we consider the role these
soon-to-be-moths and butterflies play as pollinators and
food for other species, the implications of plant selection,
not just for our native insects but for the birds that feed
on them and the natural systems that they are connected
to, become profound. We should also see red oak as a
survivor of human folly, namely, a misguided attempt in
the 1860s to start silk farming in Massachusetts with a
European species: the gypsy moth caterpillar (Lymantria
dispar). The result was a forest pest that had, and still has,
powerful effects on red oaks and population dynamics in
eastern North American forests today.
We should see a tree that played a role in the lives of
millions of people from many distinct cultures for tens
of thousands of years before it was examined through the
lens of Western science. Countless names for and perspectives on this tree have been lost, but many of these
remain and deserve our attention.
As we start to feel the effects of climate change, we
must also view this tree as the proverbial canary in the
coal mine. Recent research led by the conservation team

at the Morton Arboretum in Lisle, Illinois, has shed light
on a range of threats faced by North American oaks. Small
changes to climate patterns can make otherwise resilient
forest trees vulnerable to formerly insignificant pests
and diseases. Many conifer species of the central Rocky
Mountains have already experienced devastating results
from just slightly earlier springs and later falls. Bark
beetles that have coexisted with these native trees for
ages are no longer having their populations checked by
cold winters. Long, dry summers weaken trees and allow
the pests more time to feed and even to produce multiple
generations in one season, greatly amplifying their numbers. The results have been devastating, and foresters are
warning of native pests and pathogens such as the twolined chestnut borer beetle, Agrilus bilineatus, and Armillaria root rot fungi that may exploit weakened defenses in
red oaks here in our eastern forests.
Almost one-third of North American oak species are
of conservation concern, and because of the nature of
their seeds (nuts), they are poor candidates for conservation through seed banking. Like many other large fleshy
seeds, oak acorns will not survive the drying and freezing
process used for this conservation technique. Therefore,
their genetic diversity must be captured and documented in living collections at places like Smith. We now
have opportunities to serve a role as part of worldwide
“metacollections” whose goal is to capture as much of an
organism’s genetic diversity as possible in disparate and
well-documented living collections.
Botanic gardens are now freeing themselves from the
ideals of early European plant collectors; many of whom
took without permission, coveted (and contributed to)
scarcity, and both intentionally and unintentionally disregarded indigenous knowledge. Affirmative consent is now
the standard for collecting. The unwillingness to share
rare plant material is now strongly frowned on and considered antithetical to our collective mission of conservation and making botanical resources accessible to all. And
many gardens are actively working to appropriately value
and share indigenous knowledge and perspectives in their
teaching and interpretation.
These stories of red oak are only a sample of ways
in which curatorial choices are tied into the entirety
of Smith’s academic culture. We have an ideal place to
examine the entire breadth of ways that plant collections
and conservation choices can affect people’s learning experience and worldview. We hope this approach will make
our enthusiasm for our plants contagious to more people
and inspire a new generation in new ways. 

The allée of red oaks in front of Neilson Library in early spring. Polly Ryan

Stunning fall foliage of Quercus rubra in autumn. Polly Ryan
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ALUMNAE IN ACTION

A NEW
LOOK FOR
A PERENNIAL
FAVORITE
Written by
Syretha Brooks ’08
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The original Rose Terrace prior to the storm damage in
winter of 2003-2004. Botanic Garden of Smith College
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Syretha Brooks ’08 majored in printmaking at Smith and spent time at the Botanic Garden in a work-study position.
After an internship at Harvard’s Arnold Arboretum in Boston, she continued to pursue a career in public horticulture,
working as a horticulturist at both Wave Hill Gardens in the Bronx, New York, and the Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens in Boothbay, Maine. She is now landscape manager for a landscaping and design firm based in Brunswick, Maine,
and designs gardens independently including a 2019 redesign of the prominent center room in Capen Garden for Smith
College. She is in her second term as a member of the Advisory Committee of the Friends of the Botanic Garden of Smith
College and serves on the Alumnae Outreach Committee.
Like so many alums, I treasure the memories of my
years at Smith. My days spent in the printmaking studio; the many hours working on the grounds with John
Berryhill (at the time Smith’s arborist, now the college’s
landscape curator); even my time devoted to washing
pots at Lyman Conservatory; all bring back warm, fuzzy
feelings. Smith not only shaped how I approached the
world intellectually, it also solidified my career path.
As I worked alongside the staff of the Botanic Garden I
realized, despite my long-time interest and direction in
fine arts, that the outdoors and the plant/garden world
was truly where my heart lay.
A few years ago I was thrilled to be asked to join
the Advisory Committee of the Friends of the Botanic
Garden, and thrilled even more to be asked to redesign
a portion of Capen Garden. Not only do I now have a
(happy) obligation to visit Smith at least once a year
in my role as an Advisory Committee member, but
my design feels like another thread in that wonderful
connection to Smith, a way in which I can give back to
the school and to the students, as well to alums, Smith
staff, and visitors outside of the college sphere.
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For those of you who are unfamiliar with Capen
Garden, you are not alone. While being the primary teaching garden at Smith, as well as containing
some of the showiest displays on campus—with
a beautiful rose arbor, large tulip planting every
spring, and wonderful knot garden—its off-thebeaten-path location on the edge of campus behind
Capen House makes it a “secret” garden, known
mostly to Capen House residents and to horticulture students. This is part of its charm but something Botanic Garden staff wish to change, as the
garden, and campus as a whole, strives to be more
inviting, inclusive and engaging for all. What better
way than to share its resources and beauty with as
many people as possible?
Capen Garden is one of the most formal of all
Smith gardens, with a series of “rooms” created
by yew hedges and connecting archways making
visitors feel enclosed in a wonderfully comforting way. However, the hedges also block much of
Capen’s beauty from the outside, and part of the
challenge I was confronted with as a designer was
how to draw passersby into the garden. I was asked
to redesign the middle of the three rooms, which
is the space glimpsed through the iron gates and
fence at the back of Capen House, looking north
past the Friends Fountain and seating area used
for teaching and lounging. In its last incarnation,
this room had been designed as an A-to-Z garden,
with forty-seven genera of plants (including multiple cultivars of each genus), planted in four-by-six
foot plots in a U-shape around the edge of a square
lawn. This design was meant to aid in the teaching
of plant identification both enabling clear labeling
showing students a small part of the diverse range
of plants. However, this rather imposed restriction,
which was never intended to be aesthetic in nature,
meant that the most prominent room in Capen
Garden, the room first experienced by visitors, was
not exactly one that pulled people in. I was charged
with creating a contemporary design that would be
aesthetically pleasing, both from the street and up
close, and also one that contained a large number
Syretha discusses the new garden design
with Capen gardener and assistant
arborist, Dave Dion. John Berryhill

Capen gardener and assistant arborist Dave Dion and assistant curator and gardener Jeff Rankin install the new garden design in September.
John Berryhill

Keeping in mind that the primary audience for the garden is
students, I knew I wanted to heavily favor spring and fall blooming
plants, with the greatest emphasis being on those provoking
interest from fall into winter.
of plants commonly used in garden design in order to
continue the garden’s function as a teaching space.
My first move when approaching this design was to do
away with the formal, straight lines of the former design.
I made a trip to Smith in the spring of 2019, and with the
help of John Berryhill and Capen gardener and assistant
arborist, Dave Dion, we laid out ropes, creating undulating beds with soft lines that expanded further into the
lawn. We left plenty of turf in the middle for students to
lounge, classes to meet, parties to gather, but all with a
much more full and naturalistic feel. The clipped hedges
around the edge meant that although this change in bed
shape was more organic, the overall garden would retain

the formal structure present throughout Capen Garden,
therefore maintaining a unity and flow with the other
“garden rooms”.
Next, I went to work selecting plants. Keeping in mind
that the primary audience for the garden is students, I
knew I wanted to heavily favor spring and fall blooming
plants, with the greatest emphasis being on those provoking interest from fall into winter. My choices included
late blooming perennials such as Perovskia (Russian sage),
Rudbeckia cultivars (black-eyed Susans), and perennial
Chrysanthemums, always the last plant to be blooming
in my home state of Maine when the frost comes. I also
leaned heavily on plants with long season interest, such
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as perennial grasses, whose foliage and seed heads persist
through the season into the winter. Long-lasting inflorescences or infructescences are not exclusive to grasses,
however, and I selected other perennials with interesting
seed heads, such as Filipendula (queen-of the prairie),
Penstemon (beard-tongue), and Phlomis (Jerusalem sage).
These are best left un-deadheaded, the spent flowers and
fruits adding interesting textural contrast and structure
in a garden bed. Knowing that Capen Garden is also used
over the summer to host college functions, I made sure
that there would also be sufficient May through July interest as well, choosing late spring to summer bloomers such
as Baptisia, Echinacea, and Thalictrum to attract summer
visitors (humans and pollinators alike!). My designs
also typically rely heavily on perennials with interesting
foliage, be it color or texture, to create impact even when
they are not in bloom. This design was no exception and I
chose Aralia cordata ‘Sun King,’ Sedum reflexum ‘Angelina,’
and Stachys byzantina ‘Silky Fleece’, among other foliage
plants that demand visual attention, provide cohesion
through the seasons, and anchor the design.
Perhaps one of the biggest changes I made to this
garden was the addition of spaces for annual plantings, as
well as spots for a number of large ceramic pots, also to
be seasonally planted. As a horticulturist managing plants

in both public and private gardens for the past decade,
while I highly value and predominantly plant perennials, I also greatly appreciate the impact of well-placed
annual plantings and the constant creativity they give
to the horticulturist responsible for their design and
care. The annual “pockets” in the Capen redesign were
strategically placed to be in the most visible parts of
the garden: seen from the entrance off the sidewalk
past the fountain, seen from the rose arbor room, seen
from the gazebo room. The idea was that even if only
a few of the perennials in the planting were blooming
at the time, the color from the annuals and the large
planters would serve that eye-drawing function for the
entire season and, it is hoped fully bring more people
into the garden at large. I very much look forward to
seeing the bedding designs Dave Dion comes up with!
Dave, with the help of the summer interns and
Botanic Garden horticultural staff, installed most of
the new plants this past summer, with the remaining few that were unavailable scheduled to be put in
this spring. Although it will take a couple of years for
the perennials to fill in, the growing in phase offers a
compelling reason to visit again and again to witness
how a design changes from its infancy into its planned
mature form. 

Echinacea purpurea 'Green Twister'. Pamela Dods
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16 Allium thunbergii ‘Ozawa’
14 Anemone hybrida ‘Honorine Jobert’
8 Anemone tomentosa ‘Robustissima’
5 Aralia cordata ‘Sun King’
7 Asclepias tuberosa
8 Aster ‘Alma Potschke’
9 Aster ‘Blue Autumn’
15 Aster ericoides ‘Snow Flurry’
6 Baptisia bicolor ‘Starlite Prairie Blues’
7 Boltonia asteroides ‘Snowbank’
8 Calamagrostis x acutiflora ‘Karl Foerster’
60 Campanula carpatica ‘Rapido Blue’
7 Chrysanthemum ‘Sheffield’
12 Delphinium belladonna ‘Bellamosum’
12 Echinacea purpurea ‘Green Twister’
9 Eupatorium maculatum ‘Gateway’
27 Festuca glauca ‘Elijah Blue’
3 Filipendula rubra ‘Venusta’
16 Gillenia trifolata
18 Helenium ‘Ruby Tuesday’
17 Iberis sempervirens ‘Purity’
12 Leucanthemum ‘Becky’
7 Lupinus ‘The Governor’
12 Miscanthus sinensis ‘Gracillimus’
12 Penstemon ‘Dark Towers’
7 Perovskia atriplicifolia ‘Filigran’
18 Phlomis russeliana
12 Platycodon ‘Astra Double Pink’
10 Rudbeckia maxima
27 Rudbeckia subtomentosa ‘Little Henry’
6 Saponaria ocymoides
9 Schizachyrium scoparium ‘The Blues’
27 Sedum reflexum ‘Angelina’
6 Solidago ‘Little Lemon’
16 Stachys byzantina ‘Silky Fleece’
8 Thalictrum rochebrunianum
7 Verbascum ‘Southern Charm’
12 Veronicastrum ‘Fascination’

Landscape curator John
Berryhill reviews the planting
map during bed installation.
Pamela Dods
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LOOKING AHEAD

CERTAIN UNCERTAINTY

The Botanic Garden Prepares for a Less Predictable Climate
When an institution of higher education
actively works to address and mitigate
climate change, it is doubly important
and doubly impactful.
In January of 2020, Northampton, MA experienced a record setting warm up with temperatures hitting 70°F, 37°F
above average January highs. Records throughout our region were shattered. It is a vivid reminder that something
about our climate is deeply, deeply broken.
We can’t count on averages anymore. We can’t expect
normal. The only thing that is certain is that we can expect
more uncertainty and more contradictions when it comes
to weather and nature. The coming decades will bring
both more heavy rain events and more droughts, more
blizzards and less overall snowfall.1 We will see predictably
warmer oceans and less predictable seasonal bird migrations, more novel pest invasions, and less overall biological diversity. Once abnormal weather is the norm, can we
still call it abnormal?
With very few (though often notable and high profile)
exceptions, we’ve moved beyond debating climate change.
The scientific data set is robust, our climate prediction
models are proving remarkably (and scarily) accurate, and
the need for concerted global action is front and center in
the daily news and politics of our day. This is no longer a
story about whether human-caused climate change is real
or not. We know it’s real. It’s staring us in the face. The
question is, what are we going to do about it?

Tim Johnson
Director



What is encouraging is that some of the most effective
climate change solutions2 are things within our grasp as
individuals. Things like reducing in-home water usage,
reducing commuting with a personal vehicle, adopting a
plant-dominated diet, and having smaller families.3 Making
these changes in our individual behaviors will have huge
environmental impacts…, but only if billions of people decide to make the same change. The phrase “herding cats”
comes to mind.
In contrast, there are what I will call “big government”
solutions that are beyond the grasp of individuals. These
solutions require the sort of coordination that only institutions can provide. Solutions that require huge financial
investments, new technology and infrastructure, and
substantial political capital because they are often fraught
with trade-offs. Things like maximizing onshore wind
energy, restoring tropical forests, and reducing food overproduction, which is a major contributor to food waste,
are going to take systemic change. The challenge here is
that while these solutions require, relatively speaking, very
few community and political leaders to agree on a shared

1 One consequence of reduced snowfall is that it’s getting harder to keep mature specimens of sugar maple, one of the
most iconic trees in New England, on campus.
2 For additional details on the solutions herein and a more complete list of climate change solutions, see Drawdown:
The most comprehensive plan ever proposed to reverse global warming (2017), edited by Paul Hawken. Contributing scientist
Eric Toensmeier’s talk “Climate Change, Food, and Landscapes” at the 2020 Bulb Show can also be watched at bit.ly/
scbulbshowlecture2020.
3 It’s important to note that without equal and equitable global access to contraceptives and effective sex education,
conscious family planning is not equally accessible and is made substantially harder in underserved communities.
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Students take shifts at the zero waste station during the Year On Climate Change: Solutions in Action conference.

action, it’s hard for these leaders to agree to something
that their constituents won’t like, even when it is for the
greater good.4


But here’s the good news. Between individual action
and intergovernmental treaties there is a sweet spot: the
climate crisis responses and mitigation activities that institutions of higher education can engage in. Colleges and
universities are just small enough to avoid many of the
pitfalls of government-level politics, yet still big enough
to have a meaningful environmental impact. And, when it
comes to institutions of higher education, the effects of
this work can be doubly important and doubly impactful.
There are of course the direct environmental effects
that come from Smith College’s efforts to lessen its carbon footprint. Doing this work alongside students means
also preparing the next generation of climate change

thought leaders who will go on to expect the same action
from the institutions they will eventually lead. That is,
if we make some big moves and make sure students are
active partners every step of the way. What then is an
institution to do?
In 2017, Smith College published its Report of the Study
Group on Climate Change following a yearlong assessment
into how Smith could mitigate climate change risks and,
more importantly, “contribute to climate-change solutions within the framework of its educational mission.”
Arguably the most ambitious and challenging goal from
that plan is to “aggressively pursue the college’s commitment to net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030….”
Switching from a fossil fuel–dependent energy system to
renewable energy requires an upfront cost that will take
years or even decades of waiting for the financial payback.5
In spite of the upfront cost and because of the institu-

4 As an example, it’s easy to agree on principle to maximizing onshore wind energy until you realize that includes hosting
a 328-foot-tall turbine in your backyard. Similarly, it’s easy for me to extoll tropical reforestation from my office 3,000 miles away
from the Brazilian rainforest, but I’m guessing the families that make their living cattle ranching or farming there have a different
perspective. Each of these solutions comes with a different set of complex trade-offs; but let’s face it, we’re past the point of simple
fixes.
5 This is an unfortunate bit of math that, admittedly, overlooks both the immediate environmental benefits of reducing
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tional understanding of the need to engage in this work,
a renewable energy renovation is underway at Smith,
with each step providing once-in-a-lifetime learning and
leadership opportunities for students. A new solar array
being built in Farmington, Maine, will generate 30% of
Smith’s total electricity and is expected to come online in
2021. Even its construction has been an opportunity for
deep learning for Smith students. Larissa Holland ’20, an
environmental science and policy major and architecture
& urbanism minor, saw in the construction of this array
the chance to better understand the relationship between
utility-scale renewable energy projects and the economic,
environmental, and political impacts on local communities.
This real-world project impacted
my learning in such a serious way.
Due to the incredibly diverse set
of stakeholders associated with
this solar development, I was able
to catch a small glimpse of what
it takes to develop and manage a
utility-scale solar installation when
balancing potential local opposition or surprise tariffs, learn about
the intricacies, and shortcomings,
of Renewable Portfolio Standards,
and start to understand the importance of rural community engagement with renewable energy project developments of any scale.
Larissa reports that the team she worked with found
that the local residents in Farmington see the solar project as having a net positive impact on the local community, though there are also downsides. Her research also
revealed the human-scale trade-offs local communities
wrestle with. “[The landowner offering the lease], a
multi-generational dairy farmer caught up in the current
reality of the plummeting dairy industry, was able to
subsidize his income and keep his farm functioning, albeit
at a smaller scale.. The community was overall on board
with the utility-scale solar installation, despite the visual
impacts and the amount of land needed for the develop-

ment. The project is even starting larger conversations
about the positive impact solar could have on agriculture
industries.”6
The first step of a second important campus-wide
energy project also got underway in the winter of 2019.
Smith completed a pilot project that moved the Field
House’s heating and cooling off the campus’s centralized
natural gas systems and onto its very own geothermal system.7 This was the first step in a bigger project to assess
the costs and savings associated with installing a more
extensive geothermal system under the college’s athletic
fields. Doing so would enable geothermal heating and
cooling throughout most of the campus. The Field House
test hole drilling site became a makeshift classroom for
the duration of the dig, with students and faculty regularly present onsite to learn and conduct research as boring
was happening.
A third noteworthy move to significantly alter Smith’s
carbon footprint was recently announced by the Smith
College Board of Trustees. With persistent advocacy from
the student activist group Divest Smith College, the Board
committed to “reducing the role of fossil fuel investments
in the college’s endowment.”8 Doing so contributes to
growing global efforts to disincentivize the fossil fuel
industry and to incentivize the sustainable and renewable
energy sectors.


One more note about the Report of the Study Group on
Climate Change warrants a slight diversion into the recent
past. An interesting thing happened during 2015 when
Smith College, working on what became the college’s
current strategic plan, called for community proposals.
More than any other topic, the majority of the feedback
from students was about the campus landscape. Executive Director of Sustainability and Campus Planning Dano
Weisbord, a former member of the strategic planning
committee, speculates that the abundance of feedback
the committee received about the lawns, green spaces,
and landscape management practices illustrated a case of
cognitive dissonance: What students were learning to value
in the classroom was different than what they were seeing
in the landscape at Smith. This feedback informed the

fossil fuel usage and the fact that, even after fossil fuel use is halted, it is going to take a few hundred years to restabilize the
climate (and the longer we wait, the longer it will take for that restabilization to happen). This fact has led some, including student
and faculty researchers at Smith College, to argue for the adoption of a carbon price tax which would add to today’s incurred
operational costs the estimated cost of future climate damages (www.smith.edu/about-smith/news/leading-the-way-modelingcarbon-pricing).
6 A summary of Larissa’s project and more information about the Farmington Solar Project can be found at
farmingtonsolarproject.weebly.com/.
7 Read more about this project at www.smith.edu/news/geothermal-drilling.
8 Read the announcement by President Kathy McCartney and Board of Trustees Chair Deborah L. Duncan ’77 at www.
smith.edu/president-kathleen-mccartney/letters/2019-20/fossil-fuels-and-smith-endowment.
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As Smith undertakes a new landscape master planning process, the community reflects on how to use the
physical campus to demonstrate best practices in ecological management and climate change adaptation.

college’s prioritization of the development of “innovative
practices in landscape management,”9 a priority that was
then echoed by—you guessed it—the Report of the Smith
College Group on Climate Change.


Human landscapes are critical interfaces between the
built environment and natural environments. On the edge
of these two typologies, the human environmental impact is highly visible. Everything that moves through the
campus—the water, the animals, the bees, the birds, the
nutrients, and even the food waste and consumer packaging—eventually ends up in a natural ecosystem one way or
another. This means both that the way the campus landscape is managed has a very direct impact on the natural
environment, and that the landscape is a powerful symbol
for what an institution values.
The 2017 Report of the Study Group on Climate Change
calls for “a new campus landscape master plan that promotes use of the physical campus to demonstrate best
practices in ecological management and climate change
adaptation.” The landscape planning effort started in June
of 2019 with Dano Weisbord and myself as cochairs, and a

committee of 10 staff, faculty, and students. At the committee’s suggestion, Smith College hired New York City–
based landscape architecture firm MNLA with project
principal Signe Nielsen ’72 leading this effort, in great part
because of the firm’s demonstrated understanding of why
it was important to engage students in the entirety of the
process. A final policy document is expected to be released
in the fall of 2020 with a focus on designing and maintaining a high-performing landscape that simultaneously
addresses current pedagogical needs; diversity, equity, and
inclusion challenges; and climate change threats over the
next 20 years. Progress on the landscape master planning
process can be tracked on the interactive website groundswellmagazine.com as well as at smith.edu/landscape-master-plan.
Until then, Botanic Garden staff have already been
piloting ever more environmentally friendly and climate
conscious approaches to their work. The Botanic Garden
has taken steps toward the long-term goal of using an
entirely electric fleet of maintenance vehicles, mowers,
and power tools for its work so that we can better take
advantage of the college’s solar energy farm. In the last
two years, we have successfully replaced three gasolinepowered utility carts, trimming power tools, and even a

9 The complete Smith College strategic plan, Lives of Distinction and Purpose: A Plan for Smith, can be found at smith.edu/
about-smith/strategic-planning.
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Work on Maya Lin’s Neilson Library renovation continues. Landscaping around Neilson will feature many native species which have been
carefully selected by landscape designer Edwina von Gal to grow into our shifting climate in the coming decades.

chainsaw with electric motored models. In collaboration
with Smith’s Grounds Department and the Center for the
Environment, Ecological Design, and Sustainability (better known as CEEDS), we also invested in the college’s
first commercial grade ride-on electric lawn mower. Not
only have these machines proven their ability to meet our
standards for performance and run time, they have offered
several unanticipated benefits including reduced noise
pollution, fewer breakdowns, and a smog-free work zone.
Botanic Garden and Grounds Department staff have
also been working to reduce the college’s use of chemical herbicides, pesticides, and fertilizers. In fact, in
2019, Botanic Garden staff didn’t apply a single dose of
EPA-registered pesticides or herbicides to the landscape.10
Landscape Curator John Berryhill says this is the first time
in his 23-year career at the Botanic Garden that this has
happened. He attributes this remarkable feat to payoffs
in careful selection of well-adapted plants, a more tolerant approach to short-lived pests, and changing attitudes
about spraying.
Grounds staff have started a multiyear project to mon-

itor and correct soil pH issues and build organic matter
in turf soils in order to reduce chemical inputs and grow
more resilient turf. These investments in soil health would
also be essential for any future change to organic turf
management. Non–organic-compliant herbicide use on
campus is also on the decline. By shrinking mulch rings
around trees and increasing planting density when establishing new garden beds, there are fewer places for weeds
to grow. In the ever rarer instances that we opt to chemically spot treat weeds rather than pulling them by hand or
preventing them by mulching or dense plantings, we have
begun early trials of a new, organic alternative to the weed
killer glyphosate, sold by a company called EcoMIGHT.
As a bonus, one of the active ingredients in EcoMIGHT is
concentrated peppermint oil, which leaves our landscapes
smelling like candy canes.
One of the most unmissable signs of a more ecologically conscious approach to landscape management on
campus will become visible this fall as the landscaping
around Maya Lin’s Neilson Library renovation takes
shape. The native species dominating this landscape have

10 One important caveat is that the mature American elm trees on campus are treated with an EPA-registered antibiotic
that prevents them from succumbing to Dutch elm disease. The next generation of mature American elms (or American elm and
Chinese elm hybrids, to be exact) are small to medium-sized trees at the moment. They will not need these treatments because they
have been bred for resistance to Dutch elm disease.
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been carefully selected by landscape designer Edwina von
Gal to thrive with minimal supplemental water (irrigation
has been eschewed around Neilson in part to fulfill LEED
certification requirements) and to grow into our shifting
climate in the coming decades. To that end, Edwina has
selected trees and shrubs for which western Massachusetts
is at the northern edge of their natural range so that they
will still be able to thrive in Northampton as our unnaturally warming local climate evolves to more closely resemble
the present-day summer climates of New Jersey, Ohio, and
parts of Virginia by the middle of the 21st century.11 Lowmow and no-mow lawns will also be prominently featured
in this landscape, complementing ample swaths of traditional turf, but also reducing maintenance emissions from
gas-powered lawn and garden equipment, which notoriously produce more air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions than gasoline engines in cars.12


For better and for worse, landscapes hold a deep place in
the human psyche. A college’s water-hungry, nitrogen-fueled green turfgrass and well-manicured shrubs (or lack
thereof) become a sort of shorthand for the institution’s
prestige and intellectual robustness. It can be easy to miss
these as critical sites for addressing climate change and as
spaces for life-lasting experiential and applied learning. Everything we do in Smith’s landscape is visible to students.
And to some, our work space becomes their classroom. In
the coming years and decades, students will become intimately familiar with the Neilson landscape as it is installed,
guided to perfection, and managed. They will continue
working right beside our curators, arborists, and gardeners
to maintain, activate, and enact our institutional values
throughout the campus. Their interests will continue to become our interests as they work their way through a liberal
arts education. And this is how it should be. 

Former Botanic Garden intern and biological sciences major
and landscape studies minor, Taz Mueller ’18, is now a Ph.D.
student in the Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Behavior
at the University of Minnesota studying microbes called
endophytes that live in nearly every plant's leaves. Their research
explores how these microbes affect plant communities across
geographic space.

11 Projection based on the Climate Impact Lab. The model referenced assumes moderate emissions (RCP 4.5) and a median
probability resulting in a 3°F increase in the average temperature for June, July, and August (bit.ly/impactlabmap).
12 In a now infamous, though admittedly dated, Edmunds comparison (https://www.edmunds.com/car-reviews/features/
emissions-test-car-vs-truck-vs-leaf-blower.html), the emissions from a 2011 Ford Raptor crew cab were compared to those of 4-stroke
and 2-stroke leaf blowers. Although the test was imperfect, over a comparable run time, the leaf blowers produced a staggering 13.5×
and 23× (respectively) more carbon monoxide than the truck engine. While emissions standards from gas-powered lawn equipment
are more stringent now than in 2011, these simpler engines lack many of the add-ons that decrease air pollutants and add efficiency
which vehicle engines are required to have.
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THANK YOU FOR GIVING

YOUR FINANCIAL SUPPORT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER

Renew your Friends membership today to
ensure the next 125 years of the
Botanic Garden of Smith College.
GARDEN.SMITH.EDU
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